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Abstract
The AX-continuous performance task (AX-CPT) and dot pattern expectancy (DPX) are the predominant cognitive paradigms
used to assess the relative utilization of proactive versus reactive cognitive control. Experimental parameters vary widely between
studies and systematically between different modalities (i.e., fMRI vs. EEG) with unknown consequences for the implementation
of control. This meta-analytic review systematically surveyed these bodies of literature (k = 43, 73 data points) to resolve how
cue–probe delay knowledge, delay length, and trial set count modulate the preferential use of proactive versus reactive control. In
healthy young adults, delay knowledge and increasing trial set count each bias participants toward greater proactive control.
Further, the interaction of delay knowledge and trial set count accounts for ~40% of variability in proactive/reactive control
performance. As trial count varies reliably between experimental modalities, it is critical to understand how these parameters
activate distinct cognitive processes and tap into different neural mechanisms for control. Subgroup analyses revealed important
distinctions from our results in healthy young adults. Healthy, slightly older adults (ages 30–45 years) performed more reactively
compared to healthy young adults. In addition, participants with schizophrenia showed evidence ofmore proactive control as trial
set count increased. In light of this meta-analytic review, we conclude that delay knowledge and trial set length are important
parameters to account for in the assessment of proactive versus reactive control. More broadly, this metaregression provides
strong evidence that cognitive control becomes more reactive when timing demands are not known, and that both healthy persons
and persons with schizophrenia shift toward proactive control with increasing repetitions of a task set.
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Assessment of subtypes of cognitive control

The dual mechanisms of control framework (Braver, 2012)
divides cognitive control into two distinct, reciprocally activat-
ed modes: proactive and reactive control, each important in
enacting certain goal-directed behaviors. The AX-continuous
performance task (AX-CPT; Carter et al., 1998; Cohen,
Barch, Carter, & Servan-Schreiber, 1999; J. D. Cohen et al.,
1997; Servan-Schreiber, Cohen, & Steingard, 1996) and dot
pattern expectancy (DPX; Henderson et al., 2012; MacDonald
et al., 2005) are commonly used cue–probe cognitive tasks in
which variation in cue and probe expectancy are used to assess

the impact of (cue derived) context on proactive (preparatory)
and reactive cognitive control. The two tasks are structurally
identical, differing only in their use of letter versus dot pattern
stimuli, and slight variations in cue–probe pair frequency (i.e.,
70% vs. 68.75% target pairs). We have recently suggested that
different timing-related parameters may induce different pro-
cesses for control (Janowich & Cavanagh, under revision),
and that seemingly trivial idiosyncrasies between studies may
threaten external validity. Considering how timing and tempo-
ral prediction are fundamental features of human
neurocognition (Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Paton & Buonomano,
2018), we aim to assess if task timing-related parameters mod-
ulate the use of proactive versus reactive control across the
representative literature.

In AX-CPTandDPX, delay and trial count parameters vary
widely and are often given scarce or no discussion. Does
knowing the length of the cue–probe delay increase use of
proactive control, and is proactive control more strongly in-
stantiated ahead of a known short delay? Further, does
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increased repetition of a task set over time strengthen one’s
preference for exerting proactive control? As cognitive control
comes at the cost of valuable cognitive resources (Shenhav,
Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013), we hypothesize that people might
utilize distinct control processes to handle goals with different
timelines or temporal expectations, and that the development
of habitual response patterns over many trials is likely to mod-
erate preparatory processes. This meta-analysis exploits the
variation in the expectancy literature to advance our under-
standing of timing and repetition effects on cognitive control
instantiation, as well as facilitating discussion on interpreta-
tion of the heterogeneous results in AX-CPTand DPX studies.

The experimental tasks

An example of AX-CPT/DPX task flow and parameters is
depicted in Fig. 1. In this task paradigm, a probe stimulus (X
or Y) is presented following a paired cue stimulus (A or B) in
target and nontarget combinations. In a two-alternative-forced
choice manner (2AFC), participants are instructed to respond
to both cue and probe stimuli. The target AX sequence dictates
a common target response set; whereas all other cue–probe
pairs require an alternative response set. Because 70% of trials
are composed of AX cue–probe target pairs, and AY, BX, and
BY cue–probe nontarget pairs are much more rare (10% trials
of each), a strong expectancy (e.g., habit) is generated to re-
spond according to the AX rule (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1996).

This expectancy version of the AX tasks was developed
out of an earlier line of continuous performance test (CPT)
work in the 1950s (Rosvold, Mirsky, Sarason, Bransome, &
Beck, 1956) in order to study the effects of expectancy and
context on cognitive control (J. Cohen & Servan-Schreiber,
1992; Servan-Schreiber et al., 1996). In the original continu-
ous performance test, participants would detect target events
in a series of stimuli (e.g. BRespond to X^ or BRespond to X
only when it follows A^). Persons with schizophrenia showed
impaired performance on this task, and these deficits were
exacerbated in versions of the task that depended on mainte-
nance of task context (B. . . . only when it follows^; J. Cohen&
Servan-Schreiber, 1992). Through computational models of
performance in the continuous performance task and other
attention-demanding tasks, it was shown that the internal rep-
resentation of context information is critical for successful
task performance, and researchers hypothesized that this
may be the key functional deficit underlying behavioral im-
pairments in people with schizophrenia (J. Cohen & Servan-
Schreiber, 1992). As such, the expectancy AX-CPT was de-
signed to specifically elicit deficits in context processing
(Servan-Schreiber et al., 1996).

Common A and rare B cues introduce different contexts,
with distinct rules to follow for the forthcoming common X or
rare Y probe stimuli. AY and BX sequences thus require the

use of distinct types of cognitive control and are most com-
monly used as dependent variables of interest in AX-CPT and
DPX tasks. AYpairs require reactive cognitive control to over-
come the prepotent AX response. Accordingly, errors on the Y
trial are thought to result from greater use of proactive control
(e.g., the typical AX response is overprepared). Conversely,
BX pairs require proactive cognitive control to maintain the
rare B cue rule over the cue–probe delay period, so that the
common X probe can elicit the correct, rare, BX response.
Poor performance on BX trials is associated with failures in
proactive control. The Behavioral Shift Index (Braver, Paxton,
Locke, & Barch, 2009) serves as a composite measure of AY
and BX error rates or reaction times ((AY −BX) / (AY +BX)),
to quantify the balance between proactive and reactive control
styles within an individual. Given that the inclusion of AYand
BX means and standard deviations in most manuscripts facil-
itates the calculation of standardized mean differences, and
that AY-BX error rate and reaction time indices capture com-
plementary differences in exertion of proactive and reactive
control, we use AY-BX differences as outcome measures of
proactive versus reactive control in this meta regression.

As described above, the DPX differs from AX-CPT in
stimulus type, using dots instead of letters. Although prior
work has found some differences in factors explaining perfor-
mance of the two tasks (MacDonald et al., 2005), here we
collapse across AX-CPT and DPX paradigms in order to gain
statistical power and make broader conclusions about the im-
pact of task structural parameters (vs. task stimuli).

Delay knowledge in the AX-CPT and DPX
literature

The majority of AX-CPT and DPX experiments use a known
cue–probe delay length, consisting of either a single delay
throughout the experiment, or delays varying by block. This
makes it easy to develop a task rhythm and anticipate the
timing of the upcoming probe stimulus. However, delay
length is not always known. Some studies have jittered the
cue–probe delay length within a small interval, adding some
unpredictability to probe onset timing. In contrast, other stud-
ies have interspersed short and long delays within experimen-
tal blocks, such that the delay length for each trial could not be
anticipated. Here, we formally investigate differences between
small, largely imperceptible interval variation due to jitter
(<500 ms) and large Bunknown^ delay variations that may
more meaningfully interact with time estimation.

Because the use of known versus unknown delays changes
the structure and prediction demands of the task, we hypoth-
esized that studies with different delay lengths would alter
peoples’ use of proactive versus reactive control. First, we
hypothesized that full knowledge of the upcoming delay
would significantly bias participants toward the use of
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proactive control, as they would be able to prepare to respond
at the appropriate time. In contrast, we expected that studies
with a jittered delay would bias participants toward exerting
reactive control, and that this effect would be exacerbated by a
completely unpredictable upcoming delay.

Delay length in AX-CPT and DPX literature

Throughout the AX-CPT and DPX literature, the delay length
between an informative cue and a test probe (cue–probe delay,
or CPD) has varied widely, and is most often considered an
incidental parameter and given no or scarce discussion. This is
theoretically important, as information in the phonological
loop of working memory is thought to decay in about 2 sec-
onds, unless actively refreshed by some rehearsal process
(Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975). If cue rule informa-
tion is maintained differently over short versus long delays,
variation in this parameter may assess distinct cognitive pro-
cesses. Indeed, our recent work suggests there are reliable dif-
ferences in brain activation to the rare B cue that solely depend
on delay length (Janowich & Cavanagh, under review).

In several AX-CPT and DPX studies, manipulation of the
cue–probe delay has been used to assess context maintenance
aspects of cognitive control, as measured by BX performance
(Barch et al., 2009; MacDonald et al., 2005). Context mainte-
nance refers to an internal representation of information (e.g.,

task goals), held in mind in order to mediate an appropriate
behavioral response (J. Cohen & Servan-Schreiber, 1992). By
quantifying whether proactive/reactive control behavior dif-
fers based on delay parameters, we can begin to understand
whether context maintenance is utilized similarly/universally
in all delay contexts, or is subject to timing demands.

In addition to the effects of cue–probe delay on context
maintenance, this meta-analysis addresses how cue–probe de-
lay may also alter goal-switching control upon encountering a
rare AY cue–probe sequence. The current metaregression of-
fers a distinct and important contribution to the literature, in
that the focus specifically on the AX-CPT and DPX tasks
enables us to bring to light how delay conditions may alter
both goal-switching control (AY) and context maintenance
(BX).

In our healthy young adult meta-analysis sample, we
hypothesized that short cue–probe delay lengths would
bias participants toward (over-) exerting proactive control,
such that the immediacy of the upcoming probe would
require use of a strong prepotent stimulus–response pref-
erence. Conversely, long cue–probe delay lengths may
shift participants toward reactive control, as it might be
too cognitively taxing to undergo many seconds worth of
active rehearsal.

Some may question whether the intertrial interval (ITI) is
(also) important in shaping the interaction between proactive
and reactive control; therefore, we have included ITI as a

Fig. 1 Example of AX-CPT/DPX task design. In a–c, typical AX-CPT
task designs with known (a), jittered (b), or unknown (c) cue–probe
delays are depicted. A probe stimulus (X or Y) is presented following a
paired cue stimulus (A or B) in target and nontarget combinations. In a
two-alternative-forced choice manner, participants are instructed to
respond to both cue and probe stimuli with left or right trigger buttons
on a joystick or computer keyboard. In the target AX sequence, X probes
following A cues demand a right trigger press; all other cues and probes
are to be responded to with the left trigger; 70% of trials are composed of
AX cue–probe target pairs, entailing a left–right cue–probe response
sequence, and AY, BX, and BY cue–probe nontarget pairs are much

more rare (10% trials of each). Habitual responses are expected for AX
sequences, whereas AY cue–probe pairs demand reactive control in
responding to Y. B cues are expected to elicit proactive control, as the
upcoming probe response can be fully prepared. a The delay between cue
and probe stimuli is fully known, remaining at 1,000 ms for 250
consecutive trials. b The delay between cue and probe stimuli is jittered
(randomly) at around 3,000 ms (±500 ms). c The delay between cue and
probe is randomly chosen each trial to be either 1,000 ms or 3,000 ms. D.
DPX cue and probe stimuli corresponding to AX-CPTcues and probes. In
DPX, 68.75% of trials are AX, 12.5% AY, 12.5% BX, and 6.25% BY
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moderator in our analyses although we have no specific hy-
potheses about this parameter.

Trial set count in AX-CPT and DPX literature

AX-CPT and DPX tasks are premised upon the exertion of
control over rare cue and probe stimuli, yet the number of
trials of repeated behavior (over which habits to respond are
developed and strengthened) varies widely. Trial set counts
are defined in this manuscript as the number of trials per-
formed on a distinct task set. We hypothesized that studies
with a greater number of trials of repeated behavior will cul-
tivate stronger predispositions to respond to the common (vs.
rare) stimulus–response rule, and thus bias toward the use of
proactive control.

Standard versus distractor AX-CPT and DPX
comparison

Recently, many investigators have modified the AX-CPT and
DPX paradigms to include mid-delay distractors (Braver et al.,
2001; Fröber & Dreisbach, 2016; Gómez-Ariza, Martín, &
Morales, 2017; Maraver, Bajo, & Gomez-Ariza, 2016;
Morales, Gómez-Ariza, & Bajo, 2013). This modification
may be useful in increasing the difficulty of maintaining cue
stimuli over the delay and preventing Bceiling^ performance
in healthy young adults. However, the ramifications of mid-
delay distractors on proactive versus reactive control usage
has yet to be reviewed. We hypothesized that mid-delay
distractors would generally increase the use of reactive con-
trol, as the distractors would make it more difficult to maintain
the cue and prepare a response. As contending with distractors
would occupy considerable cognitive resources, we did not
anticipate that control metrics would be moderated by trial
set count or delay length.

Young versus slightly older versus older adult
comparison

Age has been known to be associated with performance in
AX-CPT and DPX tasks, with older (elderly) adults demon-
strating decrements in proactive control and increases in reac-
tive control (slowed BX performance; Braver et al., 2001;
Paxton, Barch, Racine, & Braver, 2008) and more accurate
(Braver, Satpute, Rush, Racine, & Barch, 2005) and faster AY
performance (Paxton et al., 2008) relative to healthy young
adults. We only identified three AX-CPT studies (cited imme-
diately above) conducted with older adults, and as such report
only basic summary comparisons between age groups.
Because of the very small number of studies, we are

underpowered to analyze the effects of moderator variables
on older adult performance. As this review focuses on the
influence of task parameters on normative task performance,
we do not focus further on studies run in older adult samples.

Many studies include slightly older, healthy adults (ages
30–45 years), typically matched to participants with schizo-
phrenia. The potential difference in performance between
these slightly older, healthy adults versus college-aged stu-
dents has not been addressed. This is important because it is
unclear whether this age-related change in proactive versus
reactive control occurs in middle adulthood, and whether it
interacts with delay-related factors mediating control. We hy-
pothesized that younger adults would show stronger proactive
control compared to slightly older, healthy adults.

Schizophrenia subgroup comparison

AX-CPT and DPX tasks have been used to quantify abnor-
malities of proactive and reactive control in special popula-
tions, particularly aging and participants with schizophrenia.
These special populations are characterized by disproportion-
ate difficulty on BX (context maintenance) trials (Barch et al.,
2009; J. D. Cohen et al., 1999), suggesting poorer proactive
control. However, with common variation in task parameters,
it is difficult to ascertain the underlying cognitive processes
responsible for these deficits. We hypothesized that the popu-
lation of people with Schizophrenia would show a bias toward
reactive control (as has been reported widely in the literature),
and that this bias toward reactive control would be strength-
ened with increasing delay length due to increased difficulty
on BX context maintenance trials.

The current investigation

In this metaregression, we aimed to test the following three a
priori hypotheses: (1) delay knowledge, (2) delay length, and
(3) trial set count moderate the use of proactive versus reactive
control. We also tested the effects of mid-delay distractors and
ITI parameters on control, although we had no specific hy-
potheses about these parameters. To understand how control
varies in different experimental populations, we investigated if
prior findings of reduced proactive control in elderly adults
extend to slightly older adults (ages 30–45 years), and if find-
ings of reduced proactive control in persons with schizophre-
nia are dependent on these parameter differences between
studies. Finally, we detail descriptive patterns across the liter-
ature and methodologies, as we have noticed that EEG studies
tend to use different parameters than behavioral or fMRI stud-
ies. Implications for this parameter difference between modal-
ities are discussed further.
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Method

A series of metaregressions (Berkey, 1995; Van Houwelingen,
Arends, & Stijnen, 2002) were conducted to describe the ef-
fects of delay knowledge, cue–probe delay length, and trial set
length on AX-CPT and DPX (here forward, expectancy task)
measures of proactive versus reactive control. All analyses
were conducted using the metafor package (Viechtbauer,
2010) written for R (Version 3.2.2; http://www.R-project.org).

Study identification, screening, and inclusion

Study selection was structured according to theMeta-Analysis
Reporting Standards (APA Publications and Communications
Board Working Group on Journal Article Reporting
Standards, 2008). A full outline of study selection procedures
is depicted in Fig. 2. ScienceDirect and PubMed databases
were queried using the keywords (BAX-CPT,^ BDPX,^ and
Bcognitive^), to gather an initial sample of English-language
literature in which the AX-CPT paradigm was used (through
September 2017). This yielded 309 abstracts. Peer-reviewed
research studies with novel data using AX-CPT and DPX
were assessed further; all review papers or reanalyses of prior
published data were excluded.

Further discussion on study selection will differentiate be-
tween manuscript selection (Bk^) and data-point selection
(Bdp^), which distinguishes each data set obtained with a dis-
tinct delay length, both between experiments within a manu-
script, as well as between delay lengths within an experiment.
For studies utilizing multiple cue–probe delay lengths and
reporting distinct probe behavioral measures, each cue–probe
delay length was used as a separate data point. Studies select-
ed for inclusion are accessible in Table 1 (full raw data are
available in additional Table l).

Study selection: Healthy young adults
and schizophrenia patients

Inclusion of manuscripts required AX-CPT or DPX behavior-
al data from human samples consisting of healthy young
adults (ages 18–45 years). For manuscripts also using patient
groups, multiple retests, or an experimental intervention, data
points were extracted exclusively for the healthy young adults
in the control/baseline condition. Data from participants with
schizophrenia (k = 7, dp = 11) were included for a later sub-
group analysis. Owing to the small selection of studies
assessing persons with schizophrenia, the sample of studies
includes patients with and without medication (noted in Table
1), and with varying disease duration lengths. One manuscript
separated data by patient medication status; each medication
group is included as a separate data point.

Study selection: Expectancy paradigm

To ensure comparison across similar expectancy paradigms,
studies were included only if they used standard cue/probe
proportions (70% AX, 10% each of AY, BX, and BY), or
AX proportions within a negligible margin of 70% (±10%).
We included 18 AX-CPT data points (from k = 9 studies)
deviating slightly from the 70% AX standard (deviant mean
= 70.40%, mean deviation from 70% = 5.38%, AX range =
60%–79%). Inclusion required standard AX-CPT or DPX
stimuli (intact letters or dots), and a two-alternative-forced-
choice response format. Studies in which distractors were pre-
sented during the delay (k = 6, dp = 7) were also not included
in the primary analyses, but are included in later subanalyses.

Study selection: Age

The expectancy literature consists primarily of studies con-
ducted in college-aged students (k = 31, dp = 46, mean age
= 22.2 ± 2.14 SD, range: 19.4–26.0), but also includes many
studies using slightly older, healthy adults typically matched
to persons with schizophrenia (k = 5, dp = 10, mean age =
37.8, range: 31.6–43.6). As the college-aged and slightly older
adults included in expectancy studies appear to be two distinct
populations (with statistically different ages, t = −13.007, df =
10.843, p < .001), we conducted our main analyses on the
majority group of studies with mean participant age less than
30 years. Later subgroup analyses examined studies with a
mean participant age greater than 30 years.

Expectancy studies meeting our standard criteria only in-
clude three studies of older (elderly) adults (k = 3, dp = 6,
mean age = 72.27). As the goal of our review was to under-
stand the role of task parameters in commonly studied popu-
lations, we did not find it appropriate to include this small
population in our analyses, nor were we sufficiently powered
to conduct moderator analyses on older (elderly) adult data.
However, to better situate our contrast between young and
slightly older adults, we conduct post hoc comparisons of
accuracy and reaction time between older (elderly) adults,
young adults, and slightly older adults.

Study selection: Available data

For inclusion in the meta-analysis, studies were required to
include information sufficiently describing experimental pa-
rameters, including cue–probe delay length, intertrial interval,
and trial set count.Whenmultiple delays were includedwithin
a study, we needed to know whether delay lengths were sep-
arated by block or mixed unpredictably by trial, and see be-
havioral results parsed by delay length and delay knowledge.
For inclusion in accuracy and/or reaction time analyses, stud-
ies were required to include the relevant means and standard
deviation for probe types BAY^ and BBX^. When only
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standard errors of the mean were available, we computed
standard deviation from the SEM and study sample size.

Study selection: Missing data

In the case of any study with missing data, the corresponding
author was contacted by email and asked to furnish the addi-
tional data. Nineteen authors were contacted on behalf of 24
manuscripts. From this, authors of eight of the manuscripts
provided us with the necessary additional data. In cases in
which data were not furnished, but graphs of behavioral data
were available, we computed precise estimations of

behavioral means and standard deviations using ruler func-
tions in Adobe Illustrator.

Study selection: Summary

Based on these criteria, 25 studies, consisting of 45 data points
and 1,367 unique healthy young adult participants were in-
cluded in the primary meta-analyses. Mid-delay distractor
analyses included six manuscripts and seven data points.
Subgroup analyses for schizophrenia patients included seven
manuscripts and 11 data points. Slightly older adult analyses
included five manuscripts and 10 data points.

AX-CPT” [or] “DPX” [and] “cognitive”
k = 309

peer-reviewed, original study
k = 89, dp = 131

healthy young adults or Schizophrenia 
k = 80, dp = 118

standard AX-CPT / DPX structure

- 70% (+/- 10%) AX
- 2 Alternative Forced Choice

k = 48, dp = 79

distractors 
during delay
k = 6, dp = 7

data points available

- Cue-probe interval (ISI)
- Inter-trial interval (ITI)

-Trial Count
- Delay Knowledge / Design

- n
- aY & bX mean and SD

Error Rate
(AY - BX)

RT
(AY - BX)

children= 4 studies, 7 dp
monkeys=2 studies, 2 dp

older adults = 1 studies, 2 dp
no healthy controls = 2 studies, 2 dp

not 70% AX = 12 studies, 14 dp
not 2AFC = 15 studies, 19 dp

other (1-2 AX, no bY, etc.) = 5 studies, 6 dp

age < 30

k = 25, dp = 45 missing age data: k=4, dp=6

Known Delay

k =23, dp = 35

Jittered Delay

k = 2, dp = 4 

Unknown Delay

k = 3, dp = 6

age > 30

k = 5, dp = 10

Schizophrenia

k = 7, dp = 11

Healthy Young Adults

Delay Type Delay Length Trial Set Count

Fig. 2 Meta-analysis data selection. Flow chart detailing selection of
manuscripts (k) and data-points (dp) to be included in meta-analyses.
For manuscripts with multiple experiments, participant subgroups, and/
or delay lengths, distinct data points were established. Colored ovals

indicate final selection for the primary (purple, blue, and green) and
subgroup analyses (yellow, orange, and pink). The bottom section
shows the variables assessed as moderators for our outcome control
indices (AY-BX error rate and RT)
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Table 1 Selected studies. Table listing all studies and data points included in the meta-analysis, along with the subgroups in which each was
categorized and notes regarding which study conditions were selected for inclusion

Authors Study Title Study
Year

Journal Inclusion Notes

Licen, Hartmann,
Repovs, et al.

The Impact of Social Pressure and Monetary
Incentive on Cognitive Control

2016 Frontiers in
Psychology

HYA-K Baseline condition only

Paxton, Barch,
Racine, &
Braver

Cognitive Control, goal maintenance, and
prefrontal function in healthy aging

2008 Cerebral Cortex HYA-K word AXCPT; Study 1

Paxton, Barch,
Racine, &
Braver

Cognitive Control, goal maintenance, and
prefrontal function in healthy aging

2008 Cerebral Cortex HYA-K word AXCPT; Study 1

Paxton, Barch,
Racine, &
Braver

Cognitive Control, goal maintenance, and
prefrontal function in healthy aging

2008 Cerebral Cortex HYA-K word AXCPT; Study 1

Carter, Braver,
Barch

ACC, Error Detection, and the online monitoring
of performance

1998 Science HYA-K SD converted from SEM

Braver, Satpute,
Rush, et al.

Context processing and context maintenance in
healthy aging and early stage dementia of the
Alzheimer's type.

2005 Psychology and aging HYA-K YA only; SD converted from
SEM

Paxton, Barch,
Storandt, et al.

Effects of Environmental Support and Strategy
Training on Older Adults' Use of Context

2006 Psychology and Aging HYA-K YA only; standard maintenance
only

Braver, Satpute,
Rush, et al.

Context processing and context maintenance in
healthy aging and early stage dementia of the
Alzheimer's type.

2005 Psychology and aging HYA-K YA only; SD converted from
SEM

Paxton, Barch,
Storandt, et al.

Effects of Environmental Support and Strategy
Training on Older Adults' Use of Context

2006 Psychology and Aging HYA-K YA only; standard maintenance
only

Braver, Barch,
& Cohen

Mechanisms of cognitive control: Active Memory,
Inhibition, and the prefrontal cortex

1999 Pittsburgh (PA):
Carnegie Mellon
University.

HYA-K Study 5 only; SD converted
from SEM

Braver, Barch,
& Cohen

Mechanisms of cognitive control: Active Memory,
Inhibition, and the prefrontal cortex

1999 Pittsburgh (PA):
Carnegie Mellon
University.

HYA-K Study 5 only; SD converted
from SEM

Braver, Paxton,
Locke, et al.

Flexible neural mechanisms of cognitive control
within human prefrontal cortex

2009 PNAS HYA-K YA only; Baseline condition
only; duplicate of behavior
in Paxton 2008 Study 2

Lorsbach &
Reimer

Context processing and cognitive control in
children and young adults.

2008 The Journal of genetic
psychology

HYA-K YA only; SD converted from
SEM

Otto, Skatova,
Madlon-Kay,
et al.

Cognitive Control Predicts Use of Model-based
Reinforcement Learning

2015 Journal of Cognitive
Neuroscience

HYA-K DPX; mechanical turk

Braver, Barch,
Keys, et al.

Context processing in older adults: evidence for a
theory relating cognitive control to
neurobiology in healthy aging

2001 Journal of
Experimental
Psychology:
General

HYA-K YA only; SD converted from
SEM

Brambilla,
MacDonald,
Sassi, et al.

Context processing performance in bipolar
disorder patients

2007 Bipolar disorders HYA-K healthy controls only

Brambilla,
MacDonald,
Sassi, et al.

Context processing performance in bipolar
disorder patients

2007 Bipolar disorders HYA-K healthy controls only

Lesh, Tanase,
Geib, et al.

A Multimodal Analysis of Antipsychotic Effects
on Brain Structure and Function in
First-Episode Schizophrenia

2015 JAMA psychiatry HYA-K healthy controls only

Yoon, Minzenberg,
Ursu, et al.

Association of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
dysfunction with disrupted coordinated brain
activity in schizophrenia: Relationship with
impaired cognition, behavioral disorganization,
and global function

2008 American Journal of
Psychiatry

HYA-K healthy controls only

Lesh, Westphal,
Niendam, et al.

Proactive and reactive cognitive control and
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction in first
episode schizophrenia.

2013 Neuroimage: Clinical HYA-K healthy controls only

Chiew & Braver Temporal dynamics of motivation-cognitive
control interactions revealed by high-resolution
pupillometry

2013 Frontiers in
Psychology

HYA-K Baseline condition only

Chiew & Braver 2013 Frontiers in
Psychology

HYA-K Baseline condition only
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors Study Title Study
Year

Journal Inclusion Notes

Temporal dynamics of motivation-cognitive
control interactions revealed by high-resolution
pupillometry

Reimer,
Radvansky,
Lorsbach, et al.

Event Structure and Cognitive Control 2015 Journal of
Experimental
Psychology:
Learning, Memory,
and Cognition

HYA-K location manipulation = same;
SD converted from SEM

Reimer,
Radvansky,
Lorsbach, et al.

Event Structure and Cognitive Control 2015 Journal of
Experimental
Psychology:
Learning, Memory,
and Cognition

HYA-K color manipulation = same; SD
converted from SEM

Reimer,
Radvansky,
Lorsbach, et al.

Event Structure and Cognitive Control 2015 Journal of
Experimental
Psychology:
Learning, Memory,
and Cognition

HYA-K location manipulation = same;
SD converted from SEM

Janowich &
Cavanagh

Immediate vs. delayed control demands elicit
distinct mechanisms for instantiating proactive
control

under
review

under review HYA-K AX-CPT

Janowich &
Cavanagh

Immediate vs. delayed control demands elicit
distinct mechanisms for instantiating proactive
control

under
review

under review HYA-K DPX

Kam, Dominelli, &
Carlson

Differential relationships between sub-traits of
BIS-11 impulsivity and executive processes: An
ERP study

2012 International Journal of
Psychophysiology

HYA-K

Morales, Yudes,
Gomez-Ariza, et
al.

Bilingualism modulates dual mechanisms of
cognitive control: Evidence from ERPs

2014 Neuropsychologia HYA-K collapsed across bilinguals and
monolinguals

Morales, Yudes,
Gomez-Ariza, et
al.

Bilingualism modulates dual mechanisms of
cognitive control: Evidence from ERPs

2014 Neuropsychologia HYA-K collapsed across bilinguals and
monolinguals

Wiemers & Redick Working memory capacity and intra-individual
variability of proactive control

2017 Acta Psychologica HYA-K collapsed across working
memory capacity

Redick Cognitive control in context: WM capacity and
proactive control

2014 Acta Psychologica HYA-K collapsed across working
memory capacity

Chaillou, Giersch,
Hoonakker,
et al.

Differentiating Motivational from Affective
Influence of Performance-contingent Reward on
Cognitive Control: The Wanting Component
Enhances Both Proactive and Reactive Control

2017 Biological Psychology HYA-K IAPS + monetary motivation
pre-cue

Chaillou, Giersch,
Hoonakker,
et al.

Differentiating Motivational from Affective
Influence of Performance-contingent Reward on
Cognitive Control: The Wanting Component
Enhances Both Proactive and Reactive Control

2017 Biological Psychology HYA-K IAPS mood induction pre-cue

van Wouwe, Band,
Ridderinkhof

Positive affect modulates flexibility and evaluative
control

2011 Journal of Cognitive
Neuroscience

HYA-K affect induction

Lopez-Garcia,
Lesh, Salo,
et al.

The neural circuitry supporting goal maintenance
during cognitive control: a comparison of
expectancy AX-CPT and dot probe expectancy
paradigms

2015 CABN HYA-J AX-CPT

Lopez-Garcia,
Lesh, Salo,
et al.

The neural circuitry supporting goal maintenance
during cognitive control: a comparison of
expectancy AX-CPT and dot probe expectancy
paradigms

2015 CABN HYA-J DPX

Janowich &
Cavanagh

Immediate vs. delayed control demands elicit
distinct mechanisms for instantiating proactive
control

under
review

under review HYA-J AX-CPT

Janowich &
Cavanagh

Immediate vs. delayed control demands elicit
distinct mechanisms for instantiating proactive
control

under
review

under review HYA-J DPX

Redick & Engle Integrating working memory capacity and
context-processing views of cognitive control.

2011 Quarterly journal of
experimental
psychology

HYA-U collapsed across working
memory capacity
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Table 1 (continued)

Authors Study Title Study
Year

Journal Inclusion Notes

Redick & Engle Integrating working memory capacity and
context-processing views of cognitive control.

2011 Quarterly journal of
experimental
psychology

HYA-U collapsed across working
memory capacity

Beste, Domschke,
Radenz, et al.

The functional 5-HT1A receptor polymorphism
affects response inhibition processes in a
context-dependent manner

2011 Neuropsychologia HYA-U collapsed across genotype; SD
converted from SEM

Beste, Domschke,
Radenz, et al.

The functional 5-HT1A receptor polymorphism
affects response inhibition processes in a
context-dependent manner

2011 Neuropsychologia HYA-U collapsed across genotype; SD
converted from SEM

Richard, Carter,
Cohen, & Cho

Persistence, Diagnostic Specificity and genetic
liability for context-processing deficits in
schizophrenia

2013 Schizophrenia
Research

HYA-U healthy controls only

Richard, Carter,
Cohen, & Cho

Persistence, Diagnostic Specificity and genetic
liability for context-processing deficits in
schizophrenia

2013 Schizophrenia
Research

HYA-U healthy controls only

MacDonald,
Goghari, Hicks,
et al.

A convergent-divergent approach to context
processing, general intellectual functioning, and
the genetic liability to schizophrenia.

2005 Neuropsychology SOA DPX in healthy controls;
Experiment 2 Only

Chung, Matthews,
& Barch

The effect of context processing on different
aspects of social cognition in schizophrenia.

2011 Schizophrenia Bulletin SOA healthy controls only

Chung, Matthews,
& Barch

The effect of context processing on different
aspects of social cognition in schizophrenia.

2011 Schizophrenia Bulletin SOA healthy controls only

Edwards, Barch,
Braver

Improving prefrontal cortex function in
schizophrenia through focused training of
cognitive control

2010 Frontiers in Human
Neuroscience

SOA healthy controls only

Henderson, Poppe,
Barch, et al.

Optimization of a goal maintencance task for use in
clinical applications

2012 Schizophrenia Bulletin SOA DPX; healthy controls only

Henderson, Poppe,
Barch, et al.

Optimization of a goal maintencance task for use in
clinical applications

2012 Schizophrenia Bulletin SOA DPX; healthy controls only; no
RT data available

Strauss, McClouth,
Barch, et al.

Temporal Stability and Moderating Effects of Age
and Sex on CNTRaCS Task Performance

2014 Schizophrenia Bulletin SOA DPX for healthy controls only;
Time 1 only

Strauss, McClouth,
Barch, et al.

Temporal Stability and Moderating Effects of Age
and Sex on CNTRaCS Task Performance

2014 Schizophrenia Bulletin SOA AX-CPT for healthy controls
only; Time 1 only

MacDonald,
Goghari, Hicks,
et al.

A convergent-divergent approach to context
processing, general intellectual functioning, and
the genetic liability to schizophrenia.

2005 Neuropsychology SOA AX-CPT; Experiment 1 Only

MacDonald,
Goghari, Hicks,
et al.

A convergent-divergent approach to context
processing, general intellectual functioning, and
the genetic liability to schizophrenia.

2005 Neuropsychology SOA DPX; Experiment 1 Only

MacDonald,
Goghari, Hicks,
et al.

A convergent-divergent approach to context
processing, general intellectual functioning, and
the genetic liability to schizophrenia.

2005 Neuropsychology SZ DPX in Schizophrenia;
Experiment 2 Only

Chung, Matthews,
& Barch

The effect of context processing on different
aspects of social cognition in schizophrenia.

2011 Schizophrenia Bulletin SZ Schizophrenia -- Medicated

Chung, Matthews,
& Barch

The effect of context processing on different
aspects of social cognition in schizophrenia.

2011 Schizophrenia Bulletin SZ Schizophrenia -- Medicated

Edwards, Barch,
Braver

Improving prefrontal cortex function in
schizophrenia through focused training of
cognitive control

2010 Frontiers in Human
Neuroscience

SZ Schizophrenia -- Medicated

Henderson, Poppe,
Barch, et al.

Optimization of a goal maintencance task for use in
clinical applications

2012 Schizophrenia Bulletin SZ Schizophrenia

Henderson, Poppe,
Barch, et al.

Optimization of a goal maintencance task for use in
clinical applications

2012 Schizophrenia Bulletin SZ Schizophrenia

Lesh, Westphal,
Niendam, et al.

Proactive and reactive cognitive control and
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex dysfunction in first
episode schizophrenia

2013 Neuroimage: Clinical SZ Schizophrenia

Lesh, Tanase,
Geib, et al.

A Multimodal Analysis of Antipsychotic Effects
on Brain Structure and Function in
First-Episode Schizophrenia

2015 JAMA psychiatry SZ Schizophrenia -- Unmedicated

Lesh, Tanase,
Geib, et al.

A Multimodal Analysis of Antipsychotic Effects
on Brain Structure and Function in
First-Episode Schizophrenia

2015 JAMA psychiatry SZ Schizophrenia -- Medicated

Richard, Carter,
Cohen, & Cho

2013 Schizophrenia
Research

SZ Schizophrenia; baseline only
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Outcome measures

Error rate and reaction time data means and standard devia-
tions for AY and BX probe stimuli were compiled. When
manuscripts reported only standard error of the mean, stan-
dard deviation was computed as SD = SEM / sqrt(n). AY and
BX cue–probe combinations have been established asmarkers
of proactive and reactive control, and their relationship has
been used to assess ratios of proactive versus reactive control,

with higher (AY − BX / AY + BX) scores indicating greater
proactive control and lower scores indicating greater reactive
control (Braver, 2012; Braver et al., 2009).

Separate outcome measures of effect size for error rate and
reaction time were created with Cohen’s d_av (Cumming,
2012; Lakens, 2013). Because the correlations between pairs
of (AYand BX) observations (r) were not available, standard-
ized mean differences (Borenstein, 2009; Borenstein, Hedges,
Higgins, & Rothstein, 2009) were calculated using a formula

Table 1 (continued)

Authors Study Title Study
Year

Journal Inclusion Notes

Persistence, Diagnostic Specificity and genetic
liability for context-processing deficits in
schizophrenia

Richard, Carter,
Cohen, & Cho

Persistence, Diagnostic Specificity and genetic
liability for context-processing deficits in
schizophrenia

2013 Schizophrenia
Research

SZ Schizophrenia; baseline only

Maraver, Bajo, &
Gomez-Ariza

Training on Working Memory and Inhibitory
Control in Young Adults

2016 Frontiers in Human
Neuroscience

D distractors; pre-training col-
lapsed across training
groups

Morales,
Gomez-Ariza, &
Bajo

Dual mechanisms of cognitive control in bilinguals
and monolinguals

2013 Journal of Cognitive
Psychology

D distractors; collapsed across
bilinguals and monolinguals

Braver, Barch,
& Cohen

Mechanisms of cognitive control: Active Memory,
Inhibition, and the prefrontal cortex

1999 Pittsburgh (PA):
Carnegie Mellon
University.

D distractors; Study 5 Only; SD
converted from SEM

Braver, Barch,
& Cohen

Mechanisms of cognitive control: Active Memory,
Inhibition, and the prefrontal cortex

1999 Pittsburgh (PA):
Carnegie Mellon
University.

D distractors; Study 5 Only; SD
converted from SEM

Braver, Barch,
Keys, et al.

Context processing in older adults: evidence for a
theory relating cognitive control to
neurobiology in healthy aging

2001 Journal of
Experimental
Psychology:
General

D distractors; YA only

Froeber &
Dreisbach

How performance (non-)contingent reward
modulates cognitive control

2016 Acta Psychologica D distractors; neutral control
baseline phase only

Gomez-Ariza,
Martin, &
Morales

Tempering proactive cognitive control by
transcranial direct current stimulation of the
right (but not the left) lateral prefrontal cortex

2017 Frontiers in
Neuroscience

D distractors; sham group only,
collapsed across blocks

Paxton, Barch,
Racine, &
Braver

Cognitive Control, goal maintenance, and
prefrontal function in healthy aging

2008 Cerebral Cortex Post-hoc OA Exp 1 older adults; "Word
AX-CPT"

Paxton, Barch,
Racine, &
Braver

Cognitive Control, goal maintenance, and
prefrontal function in healthy aging

2008 Cerebral Cortex Post-hoc OA Exp 1 older adults; "Word
AX-CPT"

Braver, Satpute,
Rush, et al.

Context processing and context maintenance in
healthy aging and early stage dementia of the
Alzheimer's type

2005 Psychology and aging Post-hoc OA older adults; "young-old" only;
SD converted from SEM

Braver, Satpute,
Rush, et al.

Context processing and context maintenance in
healthy aging and early stage dementia of the
Alzheimer's type

2005 Psychology and aging Post-hoc OA older adults; "young-old" only;
SD converted from SEM

Paxton, Barch,
Racine, &
Braver

Cognitive Control, goal maintenance, and
prefrontal function in healthy aging

2008 Cerebral Cortex Post-hoc OA Exp 2 older adults; 2
particpants also particpated
in Paxton 2008 Experiment
1

Braver, Barch,
Keys, et al.

Context processing in older adults: evidence for a
theory relating cognitive control to
neurobiology in healthy aging

2001 Journal of
Experimental
Psychology:
General

Post-hoc OA older adults; baseline only; SD
converted from SEM

Note. HYA = healthy young adult; K = known delay; J = jittered delay; U = unknown delay; SOA = slightly older adults (ages 30–45 years); SZ =
schizophrenia patients; D = paradigmwith mid-delay distractor. Further study details, including all performance and parameter data included in the meta-
analysis, are available in Mendeley Data (https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/hy4b4jvx6r)
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designed for independent groups, with standard deviation
computed as the within-groups standard deviation pooled
across groups

The standardized mean difference (effect sizes) were com-
puted by dividing the meanAY −BXdifference by the within-
groups standard deviation for AY and BX, pooled across
groups:

mean AY‐mean BXð Þ=
sqrt N‐1ð Þ*AY stdev∧2þ N‐1ð Þ*BX stdev∧2ð Þð Þ= 2*N‐2

� ��� :

Variances were calculated separately for error rate and re-
action time, using a between-subjects formula:

2*N=N∧2ð Þ þ error rate OR reaction time av½ � ∧2� �
= 4*N
� �� �� �

Confidence intervals were estimated at 95% to assess the
likelihood of a given study’s results of containing the true
population mean.

Methods: Metaregression procedures

In all analyses, more positive effect sizes indicate greater use
of proactive control, whereas more negative effect sizes indi-
cate greater use of reactive control. With our composite mea-
sures of AY-BX performance, we cannot precisely distinguish
increased proactive control from decreased reactive control,
but we consider the general proportional shifts in use of pro-
active versus reactive control on a continuous spectrum.

Baseline metaregressions

Initially, we established a baseline summary of expectancy
task performance in healthy young adults using a fixed-
effects model. The fixed-effects model enables only condi-
tional inference about the existing literature (Hedges &
Vevea, 1998), but is important in guiding interpretation of
existing studies in light of any effect of delay or trial param-
eters on performance.

Following the fixed-effect model, we conducted a baseline
random-effects metaregression. A random-effects meta-anal-
ysis model was used to allow for true variance in proactive/
reactive behavior between studies, in addition to sampling
variance (Riley, Higgins, & Deeks, 2011). Random-effects
analyses more conservatively accounts for the variance be-
tween studies’ methods and sample characteristics by treating
each study’s variance as purely random (Viechtbauer, 2010).
As such, the random-effects model can be used to make un-
conditional inference about similar studies outside of the
meta-analysis sample. The baseline random-effects model
established the level of variance between studies, without
any moderators taken into account.

For all random-effects metaregressions, we used the re-
stricted maximum likelihood estimation (REML) method,

and computed unbiased estimates of the sampling variances
(vtype = BUB^). Knapp and Hartung adjustments (Knapp &
Hartung, 2003) to the standard Wald-type tests were always
applied (test = Bknha^). The Knapp and Hartung adjustment
helps to better control for the Type I error rate in mixed-effect
metaregressions.

Moderators: Simple main effects

We then ran a series of univariate random-effects meta-regres-
sions to understand the simple main effects of delay knowl-
edge, delay length, and trial set count (separately) on accuracy
and reaction time Behavioral Shift Index composites. First, we
conducted a set of random-effects metaregressions assessing
the moderating effect of delay knowledge on proactive/
reactive accuracy and reaction time. Next, to understand the
effect of delay length on expectancy task performance (both
accuracy and reaction time measures), we applied a mixed-
effects model with delay length as the continuous moderator
hypothesized to account for variability in the true effects
(Viechtbauer, 2010). A mixed-effects model assesses the ef-
fect of the moderator (delay length) at the study level, while
also assuming random variance between studies, and com-
putes the amount of variance accounted for by this moderator.
Although we did not hypothesize that intertrial interval would
alter task performance, we added intertrial interval as an ad-
ditional moderator, addressing concerns that intertrial interval,
or its interaction with cue–probe delay, might account for
variation in task performance. We then ran a set of mixed-
effects metaregressions with trial set count as the moderator
variable.

Moderators: Interactions

After quantifying the simple moderating effects of delay
knowledge, delay length, and trial set count separately, we
conducted univariate random-effects metaregressions to un-
derstand their interactions (Delay Knowledge × Delay
Length, Delay Knowledge × Trial Set Count, and Delay
Length × Trial Set Count). All interaction analyses included
random effects for both the individual data point and the delay
knowledge subgroup.

Subgroup analyses

Finally, we ran a similar series of metaregressions for our
subgroups of interest: persons with schizophrenia, slightly
older adults, and studies with mid-delay distractors.
Procedures were repeated as described above for the main
study sample, but did not include delay knowledge analyses,
as all subgroup studies included a known delay.
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Results

All results are for the primary analyses on healthy young
adults in standard AX-CPT and DPX paradigms, unless

explicitly stated otherwise. Forest plots were generated to
summarize between-study variation (Lewis & Clarke, 2001)
in accuracy (Fig. 3) and reaction time (Fig. 4) metrics of pro-
active versus reactive control.
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Fig. 3 Forest plot of proactive/reactive control error rate difference.
Forest plot ordered by subgroup, delay knowledge, and trial set count.
Cue–probe delay (CPD) (ms) and intertrial interval (ITI) (ms) are also
included for reference. Scores reflect the standardized mean difference of
AY-BX error rate and 95% confidence interval (CI), with more negative
scores indicating greater reactive control and more positive scores

indicating greater proactive control. Triangles on the CI bars indicate
CIs that exceed the plotting range of standardized mean differences.
Colored diamonds show the random effects model summary scores for
each subgroup, and the black diamond at the base shows the overall
random effects model summary for all studies combined. (Color figure
online)
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Delay and trial parameters by behavior/imaging
modality

We first ran a set of one-way ANOVAs on all studies in our
meta-analysis to understand whether delay length or trial set
count differed between studies of different imaging modalities

(behavior vs. EEG vs. fMRI). We found that AX-CPT and
DPX delay lengths differ between imaging modalities, F(2,
70) = 6.472, p = .003: EEG studies use significantly shorter
cue-probe delays (n = 12, mean = 1.86 s) than behavioral
studies (n = 46, 3.08 s; EEG vs. BEH t = −3.645, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = −.843) or fMRI studies (dp = 15, mean = 4.44 s;
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Fig. 4 Forest plot of proactive/reactive control reaction time difference.
Forest plot ordered by subgroup, delay knowledge, and trial set count.
Cue–probe delay (CPD) (ms) and intertrial interval (ITI) (ms) are also
included for reference. Scores reflect the standardized mean difference of
AY-BX reaction time and 95% confidence interval (CI), with more
negative scores indicating greater reactive control and more positive

scores indicating greater proactive control. Triangles on the CI bars
indicate CIs that exceed the plotting range of standardized mean
differences. Colored diamonds show the random effects model
summary scores for each subgroup, and the black diamond at the base
shows the overall random effects model summary for all studies
combined. (Color figure online)
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EEG vs. fMRI t = −4.146, p < .001, Cohen’s d = −1.496). In
addition, cue–probe delay length was negatively correlated
with trial set count, F(1, 67) = 7.282, p = .009, R2 = .084,
and trial set counts were significantly different by modality,
F(2, 66) = 34.77, p < .001, being larger in EEG studies relative
to both behavioral (EEG vs. BEH t = 4.803, p < .001, Cohen’s
d = 2.391) and fMRI (EEG vs. fMRI t = 5.108, p < .001,
Cohen’s d = 2.169) studies. The outcomes of meta-analytic
findings reported below should be considered in light of these
systematic variations between different modalities, particular-
ly as threats to external validity.

Baseline variation in accuracy and reaction time
metrics

We first tested for meaningful between-study variation in both
accuracy and reaction time indices of control. In a fixed-
effects univariate metaregression, we observed significant var-
iance in the accuracy outcomemeasure, Q(df = 44) = 300.442,
p < .001, z = 11.591. We also observed significant variance in
the reaction time outcome measure, Q(df = 43) = 400.614, p <
.001, z = 25.260.

In a random-effects univariate metaregression, we ob-
served significant variance in the accuracy outcome measure,
Q(df = 44) = 300.442, p < .001, t = 5.355, tau2 = .325, SE =
0.084, I2 = 86.61%, H2 = 7.47. We also observed significant
variance in the reaction time outcome measure, Q(df = 43) =
400.614, p < .001, t = 10.213, tau2 = .461, SE = 0.116, I2 =
89.51%, H2 = 9.53.

Differences in AX-CPT versus DPX paradigms

We conducted univariate random-effects meta-regressions
to test the effect of stimulus type: AX-CPT letters versus
DPX dots as a categorical moderator. In healthy young
adults, (AX-CPT dp = 41; DPX dots dp = 4) there was no
significant effect of paradigm on accuracy (p = .469) or
reaction time (p = .266). In slightly older adults (AX-CPT
dp = 5; DPX dp = 5), there was no significant effect of
paradigm on accuracy (p = .530). Only two DPX data points
(and four AX-CPT data points) in slightly older adults in-
cluded reaction time data, so we were underpowered to de-
tect potential paradigm-evoked differences in reaction time
in slightly older adults (p = .051).

Main effects: Delay knowledge

Univariate random-effects meta-analyses for accuracy and
reaction time were conducted with delay knowledge as a
categorical moderator (known vs. jittered vs. unknown).
Overall, delay knowledge did not account for a significant
portion of variance in accuracy (R2 = 8.55%), F(1, 42) =
2.159, p = .128. The difference in accuracy for studies with

unknown versus known delays was significant, F(1, 42) =
4.255, p = .045, but accuracy in studies with unknown
versus jittered delays did not differ, F(1, 42) = 1.832, p =
.183, nor did studies with known versus jittered delays,
F(1, 42) = .000, p = .984.

Overall, delay knowledge did account for a significant por-
tion of variance in reaction time (R2 = 19.43%), F(1, 41) =
4.993, p = .011. Reaction time differed significantly for stud-
ies with unknown versus known delays, F(1, 41) = 9.811, p =
.003, but there was no difference in reaction time for studies
with unknown versus jittered delays, F(1, 41) = 1.942, p =
.171, nor for studies with known versus jittered delays, F(1,
41) = .697, p = .409. In summary, delay knowledge explained
significant variance in RT, with known delay driving relative-
ly increased RT indices of proactive control.

Main effects: Cue–probe delay length and intertrial
interval

We conducted univariate random-effects metaregressions for
accuracy and reaction time, with cue–probe delay length and
intertrial interval (ITI) as continuousmoderators. Delay length
was not a significant moderator of accuracy, F(1, 41) = .049, p
= .827, nor was ITI, F(1, 41) = .108, p = .744. The delay–ITI
interaction for accuracy was also not significant, F(1, 41) =
.245, p = .623.

Delay length was not a significant moderator of reaction
time, F(1, 40) = .205, p = .653, nor was ITI, F(1, 40) = .027, p
= .871. The delay–ITI interaction for reaction time was also
not significant, F(1, 40) = .375, p = .544. In summary, con-
trary to our hypothesis, delay length did not explain meaning-
ful variance in accuracy or RT relevant to proactive versus
reactive control. In addition, ITI also had no effect on control
metrics.

Main effects: Trial set length

We conducted univariate random-effects metaregressions for
accuracy and reaction time, with trial set length as a continu-
ous moderator. Trial set length was a significant moderator of
accuracy (R2 = 5.71%), F(1, 41) = 4.562, p = .039, such that
increased trial set count led to accuracy index measures of
greater proactive control.

Trial set length was a significant and robust moderator of
reaction time, F(1, 40) = 10.967, p = .002, accounting for
21.89% of variance (R2 = 21.89%), such that increased trial
count led to RT index measures of greater proactive control.
In summary, both accuracy and RT measures of proactive
versus reactive control were altered by trial set length, with
increased trial set length associated with greater proactive
control.
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Interactions: Delay known by delay length
and intertrial interval

In a series of univariate mixed-effects metaregressions, we
assessed whether there was an interaction between delay
knowledge and delay length or ITI in moderating accuracy
or reaction time. We found no significant interaction of delay
knowledge (known vs. unknown) and delay length on accu-
racy, F(1, 40) = 1.035, p = .315. The interaction of delay
knowledge (known vs. unknown) and ITI also did not have
a significant moderating effect on accuracy, F(1, 39) = 1.070,
p = .307.

The interaction of delay knowledge (known vs. unknown)
and delay length did not significantly moderate reaction time,
F(1, 39) = .106, p = .746. However, the interaction of delay
knowledge (known vs. unknown) and ITI was a significant
moderator of reaction time, F(1, 38) = 5.285, p = .027.
Overall, the interaction of delay knowledge and ITI accounted
for a significant amount of reaction time variance (R2 =
33.68%), F(1, 38) = 4.054, p = .005. In summary, the interac-
tion of ITI length and delay knowledge was a significant mod-
erator of the RT index of proactive versus reactive control,
with longer ITIs associated with less proactive control, but
the effect was only present for known delays.

Interactions: Delay known by trial set count

In a set of univariate mixed-effects metaregressions, we
assessed whether there was an interaction between delay
knowledge (factor) and trial set count (as a continuous vari-
able) in moderating accuracy or reaction time. We observed a
significant and robust interaction of delay knowledge and trial
count on moderating accuracy, F(1, 37) = 4.350, p = .003;
these variables accounted for 38.58% of accuracy variance.
Following up this significant interaction, the interaction of
known versus unknown delay studies with trial set count
was strongly significant, F(1, 37) = 12.373, p = .001. There
was no interaction involving jittered versus known studies,
F(1, 37) = .292, p = .592, nor jittered versus unknown studies,
F(1, 37) = .353, p = .556.

The interaction of delay knowledge and trial set count was
a significant and robust moderator of reaction time, F(1, 36) =
5.412, p < .001, accounting for 42.28% of variance. Following
up this significant interaction, we found that the interaction of
known versus unknown delay studies with trial set count was
significant, F(1, 36) = 4.586, p = .039, whereas the interac-
tions with jittered versus known,F(1, 36) = .038, p = .846, and
jittered versus unknown, F(1, 36) = .750, p = .392, studies
were not significant. In summary, the interaction of delay
knowledge and trial set count was a robust and significant
predictor of control metrics for accuracy and reaction time,
with known delay studies of high trial count associated with
the highest rates of proactive control.

Interactions: Trial set count by delay length
and intertrial interval

A series of univariate mixed-effects metaregressions were run
to understand whether there was an interaction between trial set
count and delay length or ITI on accuracy or reaction time. The
interaction between trial set count and delay length did not
moderate accuracy, F(1, 39) = .000, p = .995, nor did the inter-
action between trial set count and ITI, F(1, 39) = .046, p = .831.

Trial set count and delay length did not show a significant
interaction for reaction time, F(1, 38) = .310, p = .581, nor did
trial count and ITI, F(1, 38) = .121, p = .730. In summary,
neither trial count nor ITI interacted with trial set count to
moderate accuracy or RT control indices.

Subgroup: Mid-delay distractors

Healthy young adult accuracy in standard expectancy para-
digms did not differ from that in paradigms with mid-delay
distractors (dp = 7), F(1, 69) = .122, p = .728, but reaction time
was marginally different, F(1, 61) = 3.548, p = .064. All stud-
ies with distractor paradigms were run with fully known delay
lengths, so delay knowledge is not included in any analyses
for this subgroup. Accuracy was not moderated by delay
length, F(1, 5) = .056, p = .823, nor ITI, F(1, 5) = .733, p =
.431, nor trial set count,F(1, 5) = .002, p = .964. Reaction time
was not moderated by delay length, F(1, 5) = .453, p = .531,
nor ITI, F(1, 5) = .731, p = .431, nor trial set count, F(1, 5) =
1.131, p = .3360. In summary, paradigms with mid-delay
distractors did not show significant control biases, relative to
standard paradigms. Distractor paradigm control metrics were
not modified by delay length nor ITI nor trial set count.

Subgroup: Healthy, slightly older adults

Healthy, slightly older adults (mean age >30; k = 5, dp = 10,
mean age = 37.8 years, range: 31.6–43.6) differed significant-
ly from healthy young adults (mean age < 30; k = 31, dp = 46,
mean age = 22.2 ± 2.14 SD, range: 19.4–26.0) in accuracy,
F(1, 69) = 7.392, p = .008, but not reaction time, F(1, 61) =
.388, p = .536, indices of control. All studies with slightly
older adults were run with fully known delay lengths, so delay
knowledge was not included in any analyses for this sub-
group. We used univariate metaregressions to assess the ef-
fects of delay length, ITI, and trial set count in slightly older
adults (dp = 10). Delay length did not moderate accuracy, F(1,
8) = 1.345, p = .280, nor did ITI, F(1, 8) = .444, p = .524. Trial
set count conferred a marginally significantly effect on accu-
racy accounting for 24.80% of variance, F(1, 8) = 4.319, p =
.071. Increasing trial set count was associated with a trend
toward decreased accuracy index of proactive control, which
is the opposite direction from the trial set effects in healthy
young adults. This effect of trial set count between younger
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and slightly older adults was marginally significant, F(1, 47) =
3.246, p = .078. Reaction time was not moderated by delay
length, F(1, 4) = .664, p = .461, nor ITI, F(1, 4) = 1.550, p =
.281, nor trial set count, F(1, 4) = 4.543, p = .100.

In post hoc analyses, older (elderly) adult accuracy and
reaction time was compared with that of slightly older and
young adults. Accuracy did not differ between slightly older
adults and older (elderly) adults, F(1, 58) = .298, p = .587,
whereas reaction time metrics of control did differ between
slightly older and older (elderly) adults, F(1, 53) = 7.715, p =
.008, with older (elderly) adults showing greater reactive con-
trol. As expected, both accuracy, F(1, 58) = 7.334, p = .009,
and reaction time, F(1, 53) = 8.773, p = .005, differed between
older (elderly) adults and young adults.

In summary, slightly older adults showed accuracy perfor-
mance that was similar to that in older (elderly) adults and
significantly less proactive than that in young adults.
Conversely, slightly older adult reaction time metrics were
similar to that in younger adults, and more proactive than
those shown in older (elderly) adults. Slightly older adults also
showed a marginally significant effect of trial set length on
accuracy. Interestingly, increasing trial set count tended to
decrease proactive control, which was an opposite pattern
from that in young adults. This effect was marginally different
between groups, where more trials led to a greater effect size
differentiation between healthy young and slightly older adult
participants.

Subgroup: Schizophrenia

Studies in persons with schizophrenia included four studies
sampling young adults with schizophrenia (k = 4, mean age =
22.0 years), six studies sampling slightly older adults with
schizophrenia (dp = 6, mean age = 37.7), and one study with
unreported sample age. When compared to their age-matched
controls, young adults with schizophrenia did not differ in
accuracy (dp = 7), F(1, 5) = 1.620, p = .259, nor reaction time
(dp = 7), F(1, 5) = 1.786, p = .239, from healthy young adults.
In contrast, slightly older adults with schizophrenia showed
significantly different (more reactive) accuracy than their age-
matched healthy (slightly older) adults (dp = 12), F(1, 10) =
12.744, p = .005. Reaction time metrics did not differ between
slightly older adults with schizophrenia and healthy slightly
older adults (dp = 7), F(1, 5) = 1.350, p = .298.

All data points with these samples were run with fully
known delay lengths, so delay knowledge was not included
in any analyses for this subgroup. We used univariate
metaregressions to assess the effects of delay length, ITI,
and trial set count in participants with schizophrenia. We col-
lapsed across age for moderator analyses due to the small
number of studies in each age range. Accuracy was not mod-
erated by delay length, F(1, 9) = .011, p = .920, but ITI
showed a marginally significant effect, F(1, 9) = 4.721, p =

.058, R2 = 21.39%. Trial set count was a very strong moder-
ator of accuracy, F(1, 7) = 25.969, p = .001, R2 = 100.00%,
such that increasing trial set count was associated with in-
creased proactive control. This effect of trial set count on
accuracy was similar to that found in healthy young adults,
F(1, 46) = 2.233, p = .142. Reaction time was not moderated
by delay length, F(1, 6) = .778, p = .412, nor ITI, F(1, 6) =
1.035, p = .348, nor trial set count, F(1, 4) = 2.825, p = .168.

In summary, slightly older adults with schizophrenia
showed more reactive accuracy performance compared with
healthy, slightly older adults, but there were no differences in
performance between young adults with schizophrenia and
their healthy young adult controls. Collapsing across age, trial
set count was the only moderator to bias performance in
schizophrenic patients, enhancing proactive control accuracy
indices in a similar manner as in healthy young adults.

Discussion

In this series of metaregressions, we quantified the moderating
influence of several experimental parameters that vary
throughout the AX-CPTand DPX literature. In healthy young
adults, we found that delay knowledge and trial set count, but
not delay length or ITI, were significant moderators of behav-
ior. Delay knowledge increased the reaction time index of
proactive control, and comparison of known versus unknown
delay type revealed differences in reaction time as well as
accuracy, such that known delays were associated with in-
creased indices of proactive control. Trial set count moderated
both accuracy and reaction time, with increasing trial count
associated with increased proactive control. Finally, the inter-
action of trial count and delay type conferred significant ad-
ditional predictive benefits for accuracy and reaction time,
such that the effects of trial set count were stronger in studies
with a known delay.

Importantly, we observed that delay parameters and trial set
count differs between imaging modalities, such that EEG
studies use significantly shorter cue–probe delays and have
higher trial set counts than behavioral or fMRI studies.
Although the choices of delay length may be incidental to
the need for a longer delay time in fMRI and practical benefits
to shortened trial length, these systematic differences in delay
length render comparison across AX-CPT and DPX studies
problematic. Even though we do not find that delay length
moderates AY-BX behavioral metrics of control, delay length
may still be an important variable in studies examining neural
correlates of control. Further, EEG-measured neural correlates
of control may not be directly generalizable to those observed
during fMRI due to different cognitive processes evoked by
larger versus smaller trial set counts.

Beyond highlighting the methodological importance of pa-
rameter selection in continuous performance tasks, these
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meta-analytic findings help us understand more generally how
cognitive control might work. We observed that knowledge of
delay duration biases performance toward proactive control,
suggesting that the ability to plan to execute a task at a precise
time increases the amount or robustness of preparation.
Alternatively, the lack of temporal knowledge might bias to-
ward a Bchoice^ to not activate proactive preparation systems,
saving valuable cognitive resources. As AX-CPT and DPX
tasks are commonly used to study working memory perfor-
mance, it is important to consider that distinct working mem-
ory processes might be elicited when different proactive/
reactive strategies are utilized.

As trial count increases, both accuracy and reaction time
metrics of proactive control increase, suggesting that prepara-
tory control processes become more automatic or habitual as
they are repeatedly executed. Intriguingly, this effect becomes
much stronger (explaining ~40% of variance in performance)
when delay length is known (vs. unknown). This finding sug-
gests that it is not just the repetition of a process that habituates
control, but evenmore so the rhythmic, temporally predictable
repetition of that process. In support of the importance of
rhythmic predictability for habituation of control, we found
that studies with middelay distractors did not differ signifi-
cantly from standard expectancy studies, but failed to show
moderating effects of delay knowledge or trial set count (as
observed in standard studies). Whether this rhythmic predict-
ability also facilitates different mechanisms for proactive con-
text maintenance or reactive inhibition is a pressing question
for future work.

In contrast to the robust increase in proactive control with
trial count observed in healthy young adults, slightly older
adults do not show this effect, and in fact greater trial set count
here is associated with an opposite trend toward greater reac-
tive control. Importantly, slightly older adults showed reactive
accuracy performance similar to that in older (elderly) adults,
and significantly less proactive than that in young adults.
However, slightly older adult reaction time metrics were sim-
ilar to that in younger adults, and more proactive than those
shown in older (elderly) adults. These findings are important
because slightly older adults are typically compared with par-
ticipants with schizophrenia without addressing potential
changes in control preferences in from healthy young adult-
hood to healthy middle age. More aging studies are needed to
test how proactive and reactive changes in slightly older adult-
hood facilitate this shift from proactive to reactive accuracy
performance.

In studies of persons with schizophrenia, we observed an
interesting distinction between young adults with schizophre-
nia and slightly older adults with schizophrenia. Young adults
with schizophrenia showed similar control ratios compared
with their age-matched controls, whereas slightly older adults
with schizophrenia showed more reactive accuracy than their
age-matched controls. This may suggest that over time, the

disease limits the efficacy of proactive control systems or
biases toward reactive control processes. However, these
age-based findings are based on analysis of only four
(young) and six (slightly older) schizophrenia data points,
and should be interpreted with caution. Collapsing across
age, there is a strong effect of trial count in persons with
schizophrenia, with greater trial repetition associated with
greater proactive control. This effect of trial count, similar to
that observed in healthy young adults, is interesting because it
suggests that the context maintenance deficits (failures in rare
cue BX trials) long observed in this population could be al-
tered in part by extended rhythmic task repetition.

The lack of significant influence of either cue–probe delay
length or ITI was surprising, and contrary to our hypotheses.
One possible explanation is that although specific timing in-
tervals do not alter the ratio of proactive versus reactive con-
trol (with delay knowledge already instantiating proactive
control), timing demands may vary the instantiation and type
of proactive control. Supporting this hypothesis, an EEG ex-
periment examining AX-CPT and DPX instantiation at differ-
ent cue–probe delay intervals does show distinct neural signa-
tures during the cue–probe delay based on delay length
(Janowich &Cavanagh, under review). It is possible that man-
ifest behavioral indicators are too crude to reveal subtle delay-
induced changes on the relative influence of difference control
systems. A prior meta-analysis (Lee & Park, 2005) surveyed
the relative impact of increasing delay length on overall work-
ing memory performance in persons with schizophrenia ver-
sus healthy controls, and also found no significant
relationship.

Limitations and future directions

Our study focused on understanding the effects of delay
knowledge, delay length, and trial set length in the AX-CPT
and DPX literature. There are several limitations to this meta
analysis, as well as many potential confounding factors that
should be considered in its interpretation. First, although we
limited our selection of studies to those with standard ~70%
AX proportions, we included studies within a 10% range of
the standard. We were underpowered to detect changes as a
result of slightly varying expectancy, but this factor may play
a role in explain some residual between-study variance. The
expectancy studies included in the metaregression sample did
vary in several aspects that are beyond the scope of this paper,
but may be influential, including behavioral/imaging modali-
ty, overall task session length, response time-out speed, or
cultural differences in the populations from which study sam-
ples were gathered.

In our meta-analysis, we collapsed across AX-CPT and
DPX studies, which varied only in stimulus type (letters vs.
dots). Only one prior study has directly compared these para-
digms (with otherwise identical parameters) in the same
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sample of healthy young adults, and found similar behavioral
performance, as well as general engagement of the same brain
networks (Lopez-Garcia et al., 2015). However, in slightly
older adults, a large-scale study (n = 131) did show a general
decrease in performance for DPX relative to AX-CPT (Strauss
et al., 2014). A post hoc test of our meta-analysis data showed
that there were no significant differences in accuracy nor re-
action time control metrics based on use of AX-CPT versus
DPX paradigms, but future workmay be needed to understand
how differences in paradigm could alter other aspects of con-
trol processing.

Finally, our study used the standardized mean differences
of AY-BX for accuracy and RT as our outcome measures.
Although we discuss results in terms of changes toward pro-
active or reactive control, composite measures of AY-BX per-
formance cannot fully disentangle whether a composite shift
toward proactive control is due specifically to enhancement of
proactive control (improvement on BX trials), a weakening of
reactive control (worsening performance on AY trials), or a
combination of both. Detailed statistical analysis of specific
AYand BX differences is beyond the scope and data available
for this meta-analysis. However, we observed trends in
healthy young adults showing increasing AY errors and in
persons with schizophrenia showing decreasing BX errors
with increasing trials, allowing us to speculate that healthy
young adults exhibit a relative weakening of reactive control
with increasing trial count, whereas persons with schizophre-
nia exhibit a strengthening of proactive control.

A major limitation to the calculation of our AY-BX out-
come measures is that individual correlations between AYand
BX were not available from the literature. As such, we were
forced to rely on between-subject formulas to calculate effect
size and variance. If more complete data were to come avail-
able, a follow-up analysis should be conducted, estimating r
(the correlation between AYand BX) from related studies, and
performing a sensitivity using a range of plausible correlations
(Borenstein et al., 2009).

Although a AY-BX subtraction measure is similar to the
commonly used Behavioral Shift Index (Braver et al., 2009),
which has been useful in parsing proactive versus reactive
control, other task performance measures (i.e.; BX-AX) may
better capture important aspects of cognition. Different cue–
probe pairs in the AX-CPT and DPX paradigms have been
shown to reflect distinct aspects of cognitive processing. In a
large-scale confirmatory factor analysis, context processing
was strongly correlated with BX cue–probe performance,
and this relationship showed convergent validity across AX-
CPT and DPX tasks (MacDonald et al., 2005). Context pro-
cessing shared significant variance with both intellectual func-
tioning and working memory. AY trials, in contrast, loaded
onto the preparatory factor (and shared more variance with
preparatory factor in DPX than in AX-CPT). Preparatory fac-
tor shared significant variance with working memory, but not

intellectual functioning. Overall, behavioral response to AY-
BX probes does seem to capture a convergence of context
processing and preparation, but other outcome measures
should be considered in future analyses.

Future studies should advance these meta-analytic findings
by methodically assessing the parameters tested in this study.
For instance, a future study could compare participants’ per-
formance on an expectancy task with known delay and un-
known delay blocks, to directly understand the varied process-
es evoked by delay knowledge. In addition, an large-scale
experiment could be run on AmazonMechanical Turk, testing
trial set counts ranging from 50 to 500 (in intervals of 25), to
understand the exact nature of the relationship between trial
set count and control. Finally, neuroimaging studies (and
meta-analyses) could be conducted to investigate neural dif-
ferences based on delay knowledge, trial count, as well as
parameters not explicitly associated with behavior, like delay
length.

Conclusions

The present series of meta-regressions revealed significant and
robust effects of delay knowledge and trial set count on error
rate and reaction time metrics of proactive versus reactive con-
trol. In healthy young adults, studies with full knowledge of
upcoming delay length shifted both accuracy and reaction time
measures toward an increased use of proactive control, relative
to studies in which the upcoming delay was unknown.
Increasing trial set count also increased the use of proactive
control in both healthy young adults and persons with schizo-
phrenia, whereas it increased the use of reactive control in
healthy slightly older adults. These results demonstrate that
delay knowledge and trial set count are critical parameters in
expectancy studies, guiding distinct cognitive control behav-
iors reflected in both error rate and reaction time measures.
Researchers using the AX-CPT or DPX paradigms should no
longer consider delay knowledge or trial set count as incidental
parameters, and should select these parameters intentionally in
accordance with the control type(s) of experimental interest.
More broadly, this meta-regression advances our knowledge of
cognitive control instantiation, providing strong evidence that
cognitive control becomes more reactive when timing de-
mands are not known, and more proactive when timing de-
mands are known. Further, our finding that healthy young
adults (and persons with schizophrenia) shift toward proactive
control with increasing repetitions of a task set gives quantita-
tive evidence that proactive systems are preferentially activated
by increasingly regular patterns of expectancy.
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